THEQREM 1. Let G = (RG) be a finite group. Assume that RG is a conjugacy class of p-transvection subgroups of symplectic type and of order q at least 3. Then there is a split short exact sequence l-+V+G/Z(G)+G+1
with G isomorphic to Spzn(q) (or PSp2,(q) if V = 1) and V a direct sum of natural modules for G. If Z(G) = 1, then RG is uniquely determined up to an automorphism of G.
We offer a second equivalent statement of this result. THEOREM 2. Let G = (RG> be a finite group. Assume that RG is a conjugacy class of p-transvection subgroups of symplectic type and of order q at least 3. Then there are a symplectic space (V, f) defined over GF(q) and an isomorphism of G/Z(G) into PSp( V, f) which takes Ro onto the class of symplectic transvection subgroups of PSp( V, f ).
The complete classification in the case q = 2 was given in 19, lo] even without the requirement that G be finite. A slightly weaker version of Theorem 1 was discussed in [7] , but the proof was left to the present paper. There are many related group theoretic results in the literature (in particular Aschbacher Cl]). See [7] for a more lengthy discussion. A recent related paper is that of Timmesfeld [ 151 which extends such questions to groups defined over infinite fields (subject to the maximal condition on subgroups generated by transvection type subgroups). The previous results, including those of [l, 151, emphasize the identification of G/N, where N is the largest solvable normal subgroup of the group G. Our emphasis is different. Indeed the earlier work in [7, 81 allows the quick identification of G/N, so the bulk of the effort here is expended in studying N and the extension of N by GIN.
The motivation for this work came from geometry [7, 81 , and in that context an assumption that there is no non-trivial normal solvable subgroup would not be appropriate. The precise results of the two theorems are needed to resolve the geometric problem discussed in [7, S] . It is hoped that people whose primary interest is the geometry will nevertheless find this paper accessible.
Let G be a group which satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 2. In the second section we discuss the relevant geometry. This in particular provides us with a normal subgroup N of G with G/N a symplectic group. Section 3 discusses symplectic groups and their transvection subgroups. Section 4 handles some special cases of the theorem involving extensions of symplectic groups. In Section 5, we give a characterization of natural modules for symplectic groups which aids in the identification of the module V= [N, G]/(.Z(G)n [N, G]). The actual proof of the main theorems is then presented in Section 6. Section 7 contains remarks on [S] and its theorem. In this final section we also discuss possible extensions of the result from [S] and this paper.
A good general reference for much of the group theory and linear algebra used here is [a].
SOME GEOMETRY
The following theorem is from [8] .
THEOREM 3. Let (.P', 9) be a finite, connected partial linear space in which each pair of intersecting lines lies in a subspace which is a projective plane minus a point and all lines through it. Assume that (9, 9) contains at least two such planes and that all lines have at least four points. Then (9,.Y) is isomorphic to the partical linear space of hyperbolic lines from a symplectic geometry in a projective space of dimension at least three defined over a field with more that two elements.
The arguments of [S] reduce the proof of this theorem to Theorem 1. Indeed it is possible to view Theorem 1 as a special case of Theorem 3.
A partial linear space (9, 9) is a set of points B and a collection 9 of subsets of 9 called lines, each line containing at least three points and no two lines intersecting in as many as two points. A subspace (CP', 9') of (9,9) is a partial linear space with 9'~ B and 9 E 9 and such that whenever a line 1 of 9 meets 9' in two or more points, then indeed 1 c 9" and 1~ 9'. The space (9, 9) is connected if it is not the disjoint union of two non-empty subspaces.
Let q = p" be a power of the prime p. A symplectic form on the GF(q)-vector space V is a bilinear map The radical of (V, f ), Rad( V, f), is the subspace of all vectors perpendicular to all of V. The space is non-degenerate if its radical is 0. Note that f induces naturally a non-degenerate symplectic form on V/Rad( V, f ).
A subspace W of V of dimension 2 is totally isotropic if the restriction of f to W is identically 0 and is hyperbolic if the restriction off to W is nondegenerate. A partial linear space, as in the conclusion to Theorem 3, has as point set the non-radical l-spaces of a symplectic space (I', f) and as line set the hyperbolic 2-spaces.
A quadratic form on V associated with the symplectic form f is a map Q: Y--+ GE;(q) such that, for all X, y E V and a E GF(q), (i) Q(U) = a"Q(x) and
Note that because f is null, this contains information only if q is a power of 2. In the quadratic space (V, Q) the l-space (x) is singular if Q(x) = 0 and otherwise is non-singular.
A linear transformation g : I' -+ Y which additionally satisfies ./lx> Y) =fc% Yg) for all x, y E V is an isometry of (V, f). The group of all invertible isometries is the symplectic group, Sp( V, f). The corresponding projective group is PSp( V, f) = Sp( I', f)/Z(S'( V, f)). It is elementary to check that the only scalar isometries are plus or minus the identity. The subgroup of Sp( V, f) of all elements which are trivial on Rad( V, f) is denoted Sp + ( V, f). A nondegenerate symplectic form f on the space V= GF(q)k can only exist when k = 2n is even, in which case f is essentially unique [Z, (19 (2)].) Any irreducible GI;(q)-module for Sp,,(q) = Sp( V, f) of dimension 2n is (up to an automorphism of Sp,,(q)) isomorphic to I/ and is usually referred to as a natural module. We shall also have occusion to call a GF( p)-module for Spzn(q) a natural GF(p)-module when it is isomorphic to a natural module viewed as a GF(p) Sp,,(q)-module of dimension 2rza (rather than a GF(q) Spzn (q)-module of dimension 2n, q = p").
An isometry of Sp( V, f) is also an isometry of the related quadratic space (V, Q) if it further satisfies Q(x) = Q(xg) for all x E V.
Again this is only of interest when q is a power of 2. The subgroup of Sp(V, f) composed of all isometries of (V, (2) is the orthogonal group 0( V, Q). Suppose for the moment that q is even. The subspace Rad( V, f f must be left invariant by 0( V, Q), and 0( V, Q) induces on V/Rad( V, f) a subgroup of Spz,(q), where 2n = dim,q,)( V/Rad(V, f )). In (3.5) below we shall see that if Rad( I', f) has dimension 1 and is non-singular, then all Sp,,(q) can be induced. It is not hard to see that the kernel of this action must be the identity. Therefore V of dimension 2n + 1 is a module for Sp,,(q) which is the extension of the dimension 1 trivial submodule Rad( V, f) by the natural module V/Rad( V, f). This extension is non-split provided q is greater than 2. Such a non-split module extension is in fact unique (by (3.2)(2) below). Therefore without confusion we can write Ozn+ i (q) for Spz,(q) and call a non-split extension of a trivial l-dimensional GF(q)-module by a natural module for SPAS a natural orthogonal mod& for Spzn (q) = (An + I (4).
In the introduction we discussed the symplectic transvection subgroups of Sp( V, f) and some of their properties. We also refer to the images of the symplectic transvection subgroups of Sp Any transvection whose center lies in Rad( V, f) and whose axis contains Rad( V, f) belongs to Sp( V, f), but the only transvections of Sp( V, f) with non-radical center X are those which belong to the symplectic transvection subgroup T(X). In particular if the space (V,f) is non-degenerate, then (see [2, (22. 3)]) the only transvections in Sp(F',f) are the symplectic transvections t(x, a) for various x and a. As a consequence, the only non-identity elements of Sp,,(q) which act trivially on a hyperplane of the associated projective space are the symplectic transvections.
Note that the symplectic transvection subgroups of Sp( V, f) are in oneto-one correspondence with the non-radical l-spaces of (V, f). Two such subgroups generate a subgroup SL,(q) if and only if the corresponding l-spaces span a hyperbolic 2-space of (V,,f). Thus the transvection subgroups provide a group theoretical encoding of the structure of the partial linear space of hyperbolic lines in the projective space associated with V. Now let G be any group as in the hypothesis of Theorem 1 and 2. The p-transvection hypothesis guarantees that we get a partial linear space (@', 9) when we set 9 = RG and take for the lines of 9 each subset of RG composed of q + 1 conjugates of R which lies within a subgroup SL2 (q) or PSLz(q) of G. The assumption in the theorems that G is of symplectic type is equivalent to the hypothesis of Theorem 3 regarding pairs of intersecting lines. Thus a group G as in Theorems 1 and 2 gives rise to a partial linear space ( ProoJ: For P, Q ERR we write P z Q whenever RG n Co(P) = RG n C,(Q).
Let N be the normal subgroup of G of all elements which act trivially on the set of N --classes. Set G = GIN. If w" contains no commuting pair ij and Q, then by assumption G N PSL,(q) (or SL,(q)). In particular 8" can be naturally identified with the q + 1 points of a hyperbolic line, the projective symplectic geometry associated with PSp, (q) N PSL, (q). If i?" does contain distinct commuting pairs, then by [S, Theorem 2 and (8.3)] R" again carries the structure of the (points of) projective symplectic geometry associated with PSp,,(q), for some n. In particular, G/N < PSp,,(q). Hyperbolic lines are associated with subgroups (P, $7) isomorphic to XL2 (4) or PSL, (4) .
In its action on the projective space R", i?= RN fixes pointwise the hyperplane aG n C,(R) and in each hyperbolic line through i? is transitive on the points not equal to R. Thus R induces a full transvection subgroup on the space Ra. As PSp,,(q) is generated by its transvections (see [2, (22.4) ] or (3.3) below), G is all PSp,,(q). This completes (1) . The subgroups P and Q induce the same transvection subgroup P = Q if and only if they have the same fixed hyperplane R" n Ca(P) = i?" n C,( 0). As RG is a p-transvection class this is the case if and only if RG n Co(P) = RG n CG (Q). This gives (2) and completes the lemma.
SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
In this section we discuss some of the properties of symplectic groups and their symplectic transvection subgroup classes.
(3.1) PROPOSITION. For q > 3, the full Schur covering group of PSp,, (q) is Sp,,(q), except for PSp,(4) whose full cover is SL,(5) and PSp,(9) whose fill cover is Z6\A6.
Proof: See [4] . Proof When q is odd this is clear as Sp,,(q) has a center of order 2 acting freely on V. For q even, see [13] . ProoJ: Any non-trivial 2-dimensional GF(q)-module for S is natural. In particular we may assume that W= [V, S] has dimension larger than 2. By (3.3), q is even and W has dimension 3. Additionally q is at least 4 as Sp, (2) = S, is generated by two transvections. By Dickson's list of subgroups of SL,(q) (see [14, 6 .17, p. 404]), S can be generated by any fours group together with one further transvection.
Therefore any l-space of W is the center of at most one transvection of S. Here S contains (q -l)(q + 1) = q* -1 transvections, while the number of l-spaces in W is q2 f q + 1. Consider the action of S on the q + 2 dimension 1 subspaces of W which are not transvection centers. An easy consequence of Dickson's result is that S has no proper subgroup of index less than q + 1 [ 14,6.27 ]. Also q + 2 divides the order of S only if q = 4. Thus S fixes a l-space of W as required for (2), except possibly when q = 4. It remains only to check that case (2) holds for S = SL2 (4) = A, as well. Let T be a transvection subgroup of M= Sp,,(q), where q is a power of the prime p. Let T have center X = (x> and axis W in V = GF(q)?
(1) The normalizer P = N,(T) equals both the stabilizer of X in M and the stabilizer of W. It is the split extension of the stability group U for the subspace chain O<Xd W< V by LNZ~_~XS~~+~(~).
Here U is an extension of T by a natural module for Op'(L) N Sp,-,(q). The extension is non-split provided that q >, 3. The exponent of U is p. If ProoJ Certainly the normalizer of T must stabilize X and W. On the other hand, anything which leaves X invariant must stabilize W, the subspace of all vectors perpendicular to X. Similarly anything which leaves W invariant must also stabilize X. Thus anything which stabilizes X or W must in fact stabilize them both. As T is the complete set of transvections with center X and axis W, this stabilizer must also normalize T.
The normalizer P thus leaves invariant the chain of subspaces 0 G X G W < V. Let Z be a supplement to X in W, and let Y be the hyperbolic 2-space perpendicular to Z. Note that X < Y. Then the stabilizer of these two subspaces in M is the subgroup S which is
Here T is contained in Sp( Y, f 1 y) and the normalizer of T is S is TL, where L N Z ,-lxs~~,-~(q) and OP'(L)=Sp(Z,flz)~S~zn-2(4). Indeed if U is the subgroup of M of all elements which act trivially on each factor of the subspace chain above, then P is the split extension of U by L. For (1) it remains to identify U.
As Un S= 1, the stability group U must be fixed-point-free on the set of hyperbolic 2-spaces (such as Y) which contain X Thus U has order at most q2"-', and this is in fact the correct order. Consider the linear transformations s(x, z, a) : V-P V, for z E W and a E GF(q), given by From (iv) we see that there. are exactly q2n-1 elements s(x, z, a), coming from the q2n-2 cosets of X in W and the q choices for a E GF(q). Thus U is composed of the various elements s(x, z, a). In particular, from (v) it is clear that U has exponent p.
The map s(x, z, a) + z induces an isomorphism of the groups U/T and W/X by (iv) and (v). Scalar multiplication in the first coordinate of the elements s( y, z, a), y E (x), then gives U/T a structure as GF(q)-space respected by L. The group L acts on U/T as it does on the set of totally isotropic 2-spaces containing X. Therefore U/T is a natural module for O@(L) N Sp2n-2 (q). If p is odd, then by (v) the derived group of U is T; and the extension is non-split. If p = 2, then the map Q : U+ GF(q) given by Q(s(x, z, a)) = a is welldefined by (iv). Indeed by (iii) and (v) the map Q is a quadratic form on U associated with f and left invariant by O@(L) = SP2n -2 (4) = 02, -1(q)* This extension of the trivial module by the natural module for Sp2n-2 (q) is non-split provided q # 2.
For (2), first note that O@(L) N Sp,,-,(q) is generated by conjugates of T by (3. In their action on the l-spaces of V, P and D have three orbits, these being X itself, those l-spaces not X but perpendicular to X, and those l-spaces not perpendicular to X. The action of D on TM follows immediately.
This completes the lemma.
(3.6) PROPOSITION. Let f be a symplectic form on the finite dimensional GF(q)-vector space V. Let g be the non-degenerate symplectic form induced by f on V/Rad( V, f).
is the spht extension by Sp( W, f) w) N Sp( V/Rad(V, f ), g) of the direct sum of dim.,(,,( V/Rad( V, f )) copies of V/Rad( V, f). H et-e W may be taken to be any complement to Rad( V, f) in V.
(2) The symplectic transvection subgroups of Sp(V, f) generate the subgroups Sp+ (V, f) and form a class of p-transvection subgroups of order q which is of symplectic type. (2) was discussed in the introduction except for the claim of generation. Certainly the symplectic transvections sit within Sp'( V, f ). By (3.3) Sp( W, f 1 W) is generated by its transvections. As this group is irreducible on W 1: V/Rad( V, f ), the claimed generation is a consequence of (1).
(3) is immediate from (1). Proof This is a relatively easy consequence of the previous two lemmas. In (i)M there are pairs of subgroups from the fused class which generate subgroups 2, x Sp, (3).
A result similar to (3.7) is true for q= 2 (see [lo, (3.6)]), but no such result is true for Sp, (q) with q > 3. This is due to two properties which are special to the cases q = 2 and q = 3. The transvections of Sp, (2) and Sp, (3) are not in the corresponding derived subgroups, and the transvection subgroups of Spzn (2) and Sp2n (3) are central in their normalizers.
p-TRANSVECTORS OF EXTENSIONS OF SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
In this section we look at certain extensions of symplectic groups and determine the ways in which they can be generated by a conjugacy class of p-transvection subgroups of order q.
(4.1) LEMMA. Let P 1: PSp,, (q) with q Z 3. Suppose that M is a central extension of P which is generated by a class of p-transvection subgroups of order q which projects onto the symplectic transvection subgroup class. Then M is one of PSp,,(q), Sp,,(q), Z3 x PSp,,(3), or Z, x Sp,,(3). In the last two cases q = 3 and n > 2.
Proof: The group SL2 (q) is perfect if q > 3; so M = M' except possibly when q = 3, in which case we may also have M/M' of order 3.
First suppose that M= M'. By (3.1) the result is true except perhaps when (n, q) is (1, 4) or (1, 9) . However, SL,(5) has no eleentary abelian subgroup of order 4, and in Z,\& all elementary abelian subgroups of order 9 contain the center. Therefore in these cases as well the result.is true. Now suppose that M# M'. Then P is Z3 x L, where L is a perfect, central extension of PSp,, (3) . By (3.1) again L can only be PSp,, (3) or Spzn (3) with n 2 2. In all cases the result holds. Proof First consider the case where Rad( V, f) = 0. Let H be isomorphic to Sp+( V, f) via the isomorphism 4. By (2.1)(l) there is an isomorphism 6 of H with Sp+( V, f) N Spd(q) which maps RH to the class of symplectic transvection subgroups of Sp + ( V, f) = Sp( V, f). The map 4-l6 then induces an automorphism of Sp,(q). By [3] an automorphism must take the transvection subgroup class to itself, except when q is even and d = 4. In that case there are automorphisms of order two which switch the transvection class, the "long root class," with the class of short root subgroups. Now consider the case where Rad( V, f) # 0. As in (3.6) we let U be that normal subgroup of H N Sp+( I', f) which is trivial on V/Rad( V, f). The subgroup U is then a direct sum of copies of the natural module for H/U= M N_ Sp2n (q). In the split extension of GF(q)4 by Sp4 (q), short root subgroups do not give rise to a class of p-transvection subgroups. Using the previous paragraph we may conclude that the p-transvection cosets of U in H are uniquely determined. Assume that R and T have been chosen so that RU= TU. By (3.5), (3. Next choose h E H so that K = (T, Th) N SL,(q) with T a Sylow subgroup. As TU= RU, we must also have J= (R, Rh ) 2 SL, (q) with R a Sylow subgroup. We thus have two complements to U in the group JU= KU, where U is a direct sum of a large submodule on which SL, (q) acts trivially and a number of natural SL,(q)-modules. This reduces the problem to one about cohomology as described in (3.2). In particular, if q is odd, then J and K are conjugate in JU; so R and T are as well. (Here we are allowed to assume q # 3 by the above arguments.) If q is even, then J and K might not be conju,gate within H. Nevertheless they are fused by an automorphism of KU, and by (3.2) this automorphism can be induced by an automorphism of H. But then R and T are fused by an automorphsim of H as well, completing the result.
Remark. This result need not be true for central extensions of the groups Sp+( I', f). In particular, if D is the subgroup of (3.5)(2) in the case q = 3 and iz >/ 3, then D is generated by each of three conjugacy classes of 3-transvection subgroups of order 3; but these classes are not all fused in Aut(D). This can be proven using (3.7). 
CHARACTERIZING NATURAL. MODULES FOR SYMPLECTIC GROUPS
Suppose that V= GF(q)2" is the natural module for the symplectic group Sp2n(q). The module V has the property that, if T is a symplectic transvection subgroup, then each vector of [V, T] is fixed by every symplectic transvection which centralizes T. This section contains a proof of the following theorem which characterizes the natural module for Sp,,(q) by this property. It is fact convenient to prove a slightly stronger result. 
Proof
The first sentence is clear by (3.3) and the second by (3.5) and (3.7). Indeed by (3.7), if M is Z,x PSp,,(3), or Z, xSpzn(3) , then the central 3-element must act trivially, against hypothesis. To each subgroup P of RM we associate its transvection center $= [m, P] in the module @ of dimension at most 2~2. There are (9'" -l)/(q -1) subgroups in R", no two having the same center in w because M has no subgroup SL,(q) generated by conjugates of R. Thus Pt, p identifies the members of RM with the (4" -l)/(q-1) distinct l-spaces of W (which therefore has dimension exactly 2n). Calling P and & perpendicular when P and Q commute, we recover the symplectic polarity on the projective space of W and reveal I8' as a natural module for M.
As C,(M) < C,(M), the result now follows from (5.1). is a natural GF(p)-module for' M. Again the result follows from (5.1). .
PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREMS
This section is devoted to a proof of the two theorems of the introduction. For the remainder of this section let the finite group G = ( RG) with The lemmas of this section prove that a group G as in the hypothesis to Theorem 1 has the isomorphism type given in its conclusion. Indeed the type is correct if V= [N, G] = 1 by (6.3)(2), so we may assume that I'= [N, G] # 1. By (6.2) we may also assume that Z(G) = 1. Then (6.4) shows that V and G each have the correct structure. Finally by (6.5) the extension splits. Next Proposition 3.6 and Lemma 4.2 show that the class RG is unique up to automorphism in the case Z(G) = 1 and that Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 1, the image of the stated isomorphism being p&J + ( K f). We take this opportunity to mention some misprints to be found in [S] . Throughout that paper, its references [S] and [9] have been switched; all references to paper [S] should be to paper [9] and all references to [93 should instead be to [8] . (These papers are references [7] and [9] of the present article.) Also, the second line of page 296 of ES] should read MY) I YE <a, P>>.
It is still undecided whether Theorem 3 of [S] remains true without the assumption of finiteness. In the finite case it is possible to construct au automorphism group generated by p-transvection subgroups, but no analogue of that construction is known for infinite geometries whose planes as symplectic. With an assumption of finite rank, it is possible [6] to find a quotient geometry which can be identified as symplectic and nondegenerate. This process is equivalent to the factoring out of a radical. As the present paper makes clear, adding the radical back into the nondegenerate quotient can be relatively diflicult.
The prospect of extending the results of the present paper to infinite groups is more promising. has proven an extension valid even for infinite dimensional classical groups generated by transvection subgroups or subgroups of orthogonal Siegal elements (i.e., the long root subgroups of [ 111). It seems that the splitting results of the present paper may be the hardest to extend to the infinite case.
